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The path to Avaya’s Unified Communications 
and Digital Contact Center solutions has never 
been easier, or more cost effective.
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Upgrading Your 
Communications System Is 
Easier Than You Think 
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The Avaya Communication Server 1000 platform has 
now reached end-of-sale. It’s time to decide which Avaya 
communications solution you’d like to upgrade to —  
and we’re here to help.

First of all, there’s no reason to fear the change. While 
you may be happy with your CS1000, Avaya Intelligent 
Xperiences™, Avaya’s next generation solutions will offer 
additional functionality integrated with the features you 
already enjoy. What’s more, there’s no reason the upgrade 
has to disrupt your operations.

Let’s explore some of the factors associated with  
your update: 

Key Trends are Driving Changes
We understand there are many customers who believe that 
simple voice communication is all they need for their business. 
And for many years, the CS1000 system has provided rock 
solid service with features you’ve come to depend on.
But the world of communications has moved on from “voice
only”, and businesses that cling to old solutions are being left
behind by their competitors. The rise of the mobile workforce
and the Customer Experience (CX) revolution are key trends 
that will continue to impact the way everyone conducts 
business. Millennials are a larger group than even Boomers now. 
They grew up with multi-modal communications technology, so 
it’s come to be expected both in life and in business.
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Leverage Advanced Features to Better Compete
Modern communications systems from Avaya enable you to:

You can call right 

from your laptop, 

desktop, mobile 

device, and of course 

your desk phone — 

enabling greater 

productivity  

and flexibility.

Your remote workers 

stay connected to 

the business phone 

system and take their 

extension wherever 

they go on any 

device and never 

miss a call.

You can bring your 

company directory 

everywhere and 

use presence to call 

and message the 

available right  

people fast.

You can host 

conference calls 

simply and easily, 

even from  

your smartphone.

You can engage 

with colleagues 

and customers with 

video and  

web collaboration.

You can scale up or 

down quickly and 

simply, as needed,  

to adjust  

for seasonal  

capacity demands.

Keep the Features You Like
We understand that moving to a new solution 
shouldn’t mean retraining all your users or losing 
your favorite features. Avaya has invested heavily 
to ensure that key features carry forward on to new 
platforms with little or no change for users.
At the same time, your users will gain a host of 
new capabilities that will improve their productivity, 
reachability, and ability to provide great service to 
customers, partners, and their colleagues.
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Keep your Phones if They Still 
Serve You
Our new solutions integrate with the equipment that 
works for you. For example, both Avaya IP Office™ and 
Avaya Aura® come with the ability to support NES 11XX 
and 12XX SIP phones. It is also possible to re-use UNIStim, 
Digital, and Analog phones, courtesy of Avaya’s Device 
Adapter software with Avaya Aura. 

In other words, you can replace your communications 
system without facing the additional expense of investing 
in new telephones. And staff who are confident users 
of the system today won’t suddenly be faced with 
completely different equipment, making the transition
for them barely noticeable.

Leverage a Suite of Communication
Tools Designed to Work Together
We live in the age of the “app”, and some business people
like to bring their favorite consumer apps to work. This
collection of disparate apps seldom provides business 
grade capabilities and can lead to several issues.
First of all, the security implications of using all these 
outside applications aren’t always fully known. Second, 
these apps seldom integrate across users or devices, 
making rework almost inevitable.

Avaya Intelligent Xperiences™ is a suite of communication 
applications that cover these bases:

• Advanced contact centers designed to integrate  
with your other systems.

• Voice, video, and web conferencing solutions  
with recording.

• Calendar integration, contacts, and messaging 
functionality.

• Mobile apps to extend all this functionality to your 
smartphone or tablet.

Avaya solutions also integrate with what you have today.
They are built on open standards that provide support 
for existing business applications as well as third-party 
integration. So you get core communication applications 
that are made to work well with one another — but you 
can also leverage third-party applications that add value  
to your business.
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Upgrade with Minimal Disruptions
Avaya’s platforms have been specifically designed to make
upgrades and migration as efficient and straightforward as
possible. Our engineers will work closely with you to make
sure you still have access to the features you value in your
phone system today — and that your new functions will
integrate seamlessly with those you’re used to.

There is lots of potential for cutting down on manual
processing during the migration process. Avaya’s ProVision
Migration Software will help you ease the switch from your
old system. For example, it includes an auto-configuration
facility that means you can extract user data from your
CS1000 platform in one go and apply it to your new platform.

That will help expedite and simplify the migration process.
We’ll be there to work through the issues with you. We’ll aim
to identify configuration problems before the implementation
goes live so potential problems can be resolved early.  
And we’ll carry out the implementation step-by-step, 
potentially in phases for larger organizations, to 
troubleshoot difficulties as and when they come up.

Invest in Business Solutions
Designed to Deliver a Return
This might be the moment to think about moving to the
cloud for your business. If so, we can advise you on
whether it makes sense to make the transition and help
you do it if you decide to go ahead.

What you’re really talking about with cloud is a switch to
operating expenditure rather than cloud investment.
If that’s the way you want to go, we can help you secure
the flexibility you need to rapidly scale your solutions and
applications to a level that’s right for your business today,
and with room for future growth.
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Take Advantage of Compelling 
New Promotions for CS1000 
Customers
Upgrading from your existing CS1000 to a new Avaya
platform will offer substantially better value than 
investing in another system from scratch. The Avaya 
Loyalty2gether program, which helps you maximize 
value for your existing CS1000 licenses, will make 
building the business case for migration much simpler.

Simplify Your Communications
Upgrade Decision
The communications world is changing as we embrace new
technologies and new ways of working. The people in your
organization increasingly expect to be able to communicate
on any device, wherever they are — and to send or receive
information in a whole host of different ways.

We’ll help your organization adapt to that change with
an upgrade that’s simple to manage, ensures you retain
access to all the features and benefits you value today,
and also gives your organization a platform designed for
this new environment.
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• Upgrading your phone system can be very straightforward.

• You can keep all the features that work for you today.

• You can add new tools that integrate with what you already have.

• Your upgrade will be affordable.

• Your upgrade won’t require complicated new business processes.

Takeaways:

Don’t Delay
IT’S IMPORTANT TO TOUCH BASE SOON

To learn more, get in touch with your Avaya Partner right away. 
If you don’t know who your Avaya Partner is, 

contact Avaya and we will help you.

U.S. & Canada: 1 866 GO-AVAYA
Worldwide: +1 908 953 6000

https://news.avaya.com/cs1k-make-the-move
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